Sparkling juice boosts wine sales in China

The Patritti Wines sparkling juice range retails for AU$4.90 a bottle

read more on p. 272
CROP FORECAST

Prognosfruit released apple and pear crop forecast for Europe ........................................ 258

The 2019 European apple and pear crop forecast estimates that most European countries are expecting a rather low apple and pear crop for the coming season. On 8 August 2019, close to 300 representatives of the international apple and pear sector met at the Prognosfruit Conference in Alden Biesen, Belgium. During the conference, the 2019 European apple and pear crop estimate was released. This year, the apple production in the EU is set at 10.5 million T as a result of climatic events and the alternation of last year's bumper crop ...

TANKS & CONTAINERS

Safe transportation of fruit juices on the high seas ............................................................ 262

In order to transport fresh juices and juice concentrates as efficiently as possible, Citrosuco, the largest global producer of orange juice concentrate, relies on tanks and process technology from the plant manufacturer ZIEMANN HOLVRIEKA. The equipment was installed on the cargo ship MV Citrus Vita Brasil, which is now tailor-made and designed for the transport of juices. 27 million litres of juice can be transported from Santos in Brazil to the United States and Europe in a total of 15 tanks ...
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How to avoid the big bang – safe explosion protection for weighing processes ................................................................. 265

In certain industrial applications, all it can take is a spark or excess heat to cause an industrial explosion. Protection against such scenarios is therefore one of the central components of industrial safety technology and is also an important consideration for weighing processes. Minebea Intec is one of the few suppliers to offer a wide variety of explosion-proof weighing solutions in its portfolio ...
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AstroNova launches advanced new table-top digital colour label printer ................................................................. 268

AstroNova GmbH, the European headquarters of AstroNova Inc. (RI, USA), which is responsible for sales and service in Europe, the Near East and Africa (EMEA), launches the new QuickLabel® QL-120X, the first table-top digital colour label printer with an industry-best two-year warranty ...
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Trend-setting PET concepts: KHS focuses on circular economy at the K Show ................................................................. 270

KHS presents a new PET concept at the K Show based on the juice bottle as an example. It combines individual environmentally friendly packaging solutions in one container and thereby supports the theory of circular economy. The system provider shows how efficiency and sustainability go hand in hand by offering further line-compatible container solutions in addition to its Bottles & Shapes™ service offering. With these technologies, KHS provides its customers support in the conversion to an environmentally friendly and resource-conserving packaging portfolio ...
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Sparkling juice boosts wine sales in China ................................................................. 272

Strong growth in non-alcoholic grape juice products is helping a South Australian winery increase its presence in Asia. Patritti Wines has been making wine in Adelaide’s southern suburbs since 1926 but began making juice products in 1974 in reaction to the decline of the Australian wine industry and a glut of grapes. This first release of non-alcoholic sparkling grape juice made from wine grapes was an instant hit and has remained a unique point of difference for the family-owned winery for 45 years ...
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